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Roman law did not end with the history of Rome bur its force

in one way or another has continued up to the present day. This
presence is one of its most surprising characteristics; after thirteen
centuries of life it has had as many more of survivance or persistence.

This persistence does not deny the historicity or evolution of the
law; what it does is to reduce it to its proper limits 1.

Although the Roman law endured in üe orient due, above

all, to the scientific academicism of the Law Schools of Beryt and

Constandnople which continued the work oI the Corpus laris a¡d.

rn the West üanks to the legislation of the Germanic kings, especially

the Breviarium of Alaric u, the persistence was realised i¡ virtue
oI the Reception which rook place from the end of the llth century
in Italy, where in Bologna the Corpus Iuri¡ of the emperor Justinian
(527-565 A. D.) and above all is fundamental part the Digest com-

menced to be studied with unusual effort by the Glossators and

Commentators emerging over all the eminent Iigure of Bartholus,
giving place to the lus Romq.nan Conmune, the Common Roman
Law, received afterwards with varying intensity in almost all Euro-
pean countries giving rise to the European Legal Science 2.

The new sensitivity of the Renaissance in the study of Graeco-

. Eüe t¡ab¿jo, que siguc la pedodifica.ión propwnada dcade ¿l8u¡os añol
por mi maestro Atv¿ro d'Of¡, fue expuesto oralmetrle en varia! unive¡sidades
del Reino Unido po¡ itrvit¿ció¡ del B¡ittuh coun.il.

'A. C^Rd^ c¡Jt-a, Histoda, Dcrccho ¿ Historia d.l Darccho, ir AHDE,
22 (t q,p.%.

! F. w¡EAcrr¡, Exropa tmd det r'müchc Rccht. Ycrborgerheít uÍd Fort-
¿Iau¿r, ir\ Vom rdmischen Rccht (1961), p. 288i D¿r g¿g¿fut¿irl¡g¿ Stand d.¡
Disziplin ñc!¿¡en PdvatrcchlJg.schichtc, in Erarian C, S. M¿Í¡d¿ii¡ (196!) I,
p. ll.
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Roman Antiquity 3 influenced rhe Rornan law studies Úearing the
writings of the Roman jurists not only as texts susceptible of inter-
pretation with pragmatic conclusions, but as esteemable pieces to
reconsruct a past reality.

Contemporary to Humanism was the reception of the Roman
law in the German empire as a law in force, and as such cultivated
not without modeln contaminations giving place to the íJsvs Mo-
dernvs Pand,ectarum, to ahe so called Actual Roman Law, Heutigen
rómisches Recht.

With the rat:onalistic natural law of th€ lrSth century -the cen-
tury of lights- the studies of Rornan law suffered a hard time, and
it was not forgotten thanks to its force in the German empire.

Initiated in the lgth century, rhe Historical School obedient
to üe vivifier impulsion and leadership oI the genial Fried¡ich Carl
von Savigny a provoked a flourishing reappearance of the Roman law
and deferred Ior a century the codification of the law in Germany
producing dogmatical studies el4borating with intensity the Common
Roman Law on one hand, and historical studies on the other.

The study of the organic development of the Roman law and
the dogmatic elabo¡ations yielded, at the end of the lgth century,
to a new critical route iniriated by Alibrandi, and in he 20th
century the Roman law acquires an historical character and emerges

an illustrious florescence of Romanists whose works unite the ten-
dency of the Renaissance Humanism, which having settled in
especially the French Schools received the name of mos gallicus, with
the modern methods of the science of Antiquity.

The expresion Roman law is a paradigmatic abstraction to
indicate more than thirteen centuries of legal history. It can be
understood differently. It can indicate the law formed in the various
ages of the history of Rome up to rhe Justinian's compilation, but it
can also indicate the Roman law in the development which in-
fluenced the medieval and modern lile and in a great way determined
the law oI almost all the Westem nadons up to the formation of
the codifications thar followed the example of the Civil Code of
Napolmn (t804) and in Germany up to 1900. Therefore the
expresions of Roman law, Roman Justinian Law and Common
Roman I-aw are derived. 'Justinian's law is. . . the link which con-

' H. RüDrcE¡, Die Wicderentd¿ch.uag dq a?1tikcr Lit¿ratur im Zeitalt.r ¿t t
Rcnaíssoncc, in €d. H. Hu¡¡cER, c.tchichtc dtr TextiibctlicÍervíg ¿t¿r añtihcn
únd ,nitt.lalt tlichcr. Liuratú (t961) I, p. ó25.

'W. KUN{EL, Savignrs B¿d¿utunq Ít¡r d,i¿ d¿utschc Rcchtwiss¿nscholt un¿l
dü d¿ittsch¿ Rc.ht, in luri'ten2?ituñg t7 ttgÉ¡?), p. 46t.
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nects the law of Antiquity with that of the Middle Ages and later
times 6,

In the prc-Justinian's law it is agreed to distinguish a period
which separater epochs determined by changes in üe law due to
political occurrences and socio-economic t¡ansformations.

The first period is that of the arcluic law which encompasses
the t¡aditional date of the foundation of Rome (753 B. C.) up to
the conventiona¡ date of 130 8.C., the approximate date of rhe
inroduction of a new judicial procedure which was the peculiar
of üe classical age o.

In this period the suall city of Rome developed arriving to
dominate the basin oI the Medite¡¡anean and esrablished the basis
for the future empire. This period of the Quirítarian Law attributes
Sreat importance to ahe mores maiorum -a sort of customary law
of the ancestors- the Law of üe x¡l Tables and its interpretarion
by the Pontifical Jurisprudence.

The second period is the classical age, rhus called because ir
presents the ve¡y great magisterial value by the perlection of its
style, coinciding with the great cultural splendour and with rhe
culmination of the Roman power. It extended from the year 130 B. C.
up to 230 A. D., a date equally conventional in which the empire,
once it ¡eached its top of ter¡itorial development and üe maximum
number of inhabitants enters an anarchical crisis. It is significative
that in 224 A. D., Ulpian, the last great classical jurist was asasinated
by the pretorian soldiers r.

In this period the sun of Rome strives splendidly on all fields,
especially on the juridical area. It enlarges and refines the social
coexistence, it increments the commercial relations, and Rome
dominates th€ orbis te¡rarum.

Commercial relations exist with neighbours and loreigners and
the Roman commercial area reaches to Scandinavia and to the shorcs
of the Baltic, the Danube and the Dnieper. The Russian product;
arive through the Sarmatian tribes and gain contacr with the silk
route, making easy rhe relarions now existinB w.ith Egypt and Arabia,
extending up to the other countries of Africa and Asia.

The law adapting to the unive¡saliry and lariety of commerce,
making more flexible its own shape and going on crearing a new

6 F. ScHUrr, HistoD of Ronnn Legal Scicnc¿ (19ót), p. 2.. A. D'O¡!, Ekrn¿ntos dc Dcecho Prüta¿o .Roma¿o (1960), p. 53.
? F. PR¡NGsr¡ErM, The Uniquz Chatuctet ol Cl¡,ssical Ro¡nü. Itu, ín loumal

o, Ronúr Stüdics 24 0964), p. 60, places de beginning of the cl¡3ricál p€riod
in the yea¡ 150 B.C. and ahe end in 300 A,D.
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dynamic law in constant change and adaptation to the new times.
The praetor and the jurists being its propell:rs, acting now directly
and through the imperia.l consritu¿ions.

We fix the final date of this period in the last studie¡ on the
sources that have obliged to revise the periods. Up to ¡row, due to
the "classical" tone of the rescripts of D-ocletian, the start of the
postclassical epoch was established at the beginning of üe 4th
century, making it coincid'e with the irruption of the Christian
influence. Toda¡ above all, after wrEAcKER, TextstuÍen klnssischer

Júisten (1960) that emphasizes the importance of the glosses of
the 3rd centur¡ we are obliged to admit that the classical age ends

around the year 230 A. D., a date which approximately coincides
with the death of Ulpian (224 A. D.) and of the emperor Alexander
Severus, and the birth of the law school of Beryt (239 A. D.).

A. d'Ors did not hesitate in establishing this date some years

ago, maybe for the eflect of the Constitutio Autoniniana of 212 A. D.,
since the postclassical age is an age of provincialization 8 which
implicates Vulgarism, and although it is certain that the effecb of
the Constitut;o Autoniniana are not produced immediately, they
are produced in a relatively short period, taking into account that
many phenomena which dominate the post-cla$sical period, are now
incipient in the "last" classical age, in the post-Hadrianean epoch
that could be established from the year J30 A. D. to 230 A. D. We
place before it the "high" classical epoch, cenral or apogee of the
year 30 B.C. to 130 4.D., and the "first" classical age -"pre" clas
sical for some others- from :150 to 30 B. C.

For that reason, the transit from the classical period to the
post-clasical should not,be placed under Diocletian as did Schulzo,

but half a century belore as did Rabel, Kaser, Wieacker and
Wolff 10 among othery that placed it towards the year 235 A. D.
the date of the death of emperor Alexander Severus 11.

During the period of the classical Roman law, Rome changes
from a Republican €onstitution, as inherited from t}re ancertors,

3 A. D'ORS, Eslu¿líos sobre Ia constilución Antoniniona, ín AHDE. 17

(1946) , p. 586.

' F. ScHUrz, Gekh¡chte der r¿;t ischen Rechtswisscnrcr¡dlt (196f) , p. 336.
r0 E. R^BEL, GrunA¿üg¿ dcs rómischeí Prtuatr¿cht (1955), p, 3i M. ¡qsER.

Rünisches Prirratrecht. Ei¡ Sluttí¿nbúch (1960), p- 4; F, WrE^cKr¡' üó¿r d¿J

Kletsísche in Aer r¿imischeí JutisPrudenz (1950) , p. 3; H. I. WoLrr, Ir.ttoducció¡
histórica tI Derccho Ronano (1953), p. 153,

o The er.p¡ession "classical Jurisprudence" war cstablished in the lgth
century; cfr. F. Sclrul.z (n. 5), p. 98.
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to a monocratic form of government culminating . in the empire
with the Dominate.

In dmes when in all the central -o¡ient¿l Mediterranean surged
out autonomous urban entities, the Roman Republican constitudon
emerged arduously alter the fall of the monarchy and after long
and c¡uel fights between the nobles and the plebians, dominators
and dominated. Only in the year E67 B. C. witb ¡tre Liciniae Sextiae
laws, which permit üe plebeians access to the consulate, can we
conside¡ the conflict finished and the Roman constiturion firmly
configured.

The Greek historian Polybios does not happen to fit this consti-
tution between those prevailing in that tim€ because of the pecu-
liarity of its balance of powers,

A) The ünperiun, which in the abstract means power of command
and in the concrete scope of application of such power, of a ma-
gistracy culminated by two yearly consu)s provided with a power
only limited by the collegiality, which is supposed to h¿ve conli-
gency of the veto of üe colleague, by the temporality and by the
responsability before üe Senate when the mandafe ceases;

B) The auctoritas ol the Senate, composed of exmagistrates, a

stable unprovided authodty of imperative lorce de¡rnding on the
letter oI convocation by the high magistrate or by rhe tibun of
the plebs, that interyen€d in all the political lifg especially rhe
external or foreign affairs, assigning the provincial governorships,
the military command for the war, and conroling the finances and
the official religion. The Senate was an institution which guaanteed
the s¿ability and continuity of the Roman government because the
magistrates and the people's assembly were in permanent mutat;on.
In the Senate the constants of politics were fixed and the observance
of the constitution watched. In the period of the principatg the
Senate lost its decisive role in politics and then begins its interfe-
rence in the matte¡s of law;

C) The maiestas of the Roman people, which in its originary sense

me¿ns th€ gathering of men disposed to fight üe war, composed
of'all free men who have reached puberty and can wear the toga
uirdhi. Afterwa¡ds, rhe meaning changed to mean the gathering
of the people at meetings to elect magistrates, to vote for st¿tutes
and to act in certain lawsuits of criminal appeal.

The equilibrium o¡ :balance between these three powers -auto-
cratic, aristocratic and democratic- gave Rome a flexibility to which

L7
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one must attribute without doubt its having surpassed the gravest
dangers of its history and having reached its great power.

This political constitution enters into a crisis in the first century
B, C. when Augustus, once dominated a century of civil wars,
instaures the principa.te on seeing the impossibility of the normal
functioning of the republican consd¡.ution.

Many events of the preceeding hundred yean influenced Augus-
tus' decision. The necesity of exmaordinary military powers by the
prolongation of the campaigns in the Orient, the conyenienc€ of creat-
ing a profesional army with high military commands to last more
than six montbs, the impossibility oI mantaining a power in the fronr
without influence in the rear-gua¡d, the inevitab.le of having a

power in the army without influence in the city of Rome, the war
against Ivgurta in Africa, the war against the slaves in Sicily, the
social war in ltaly, the wars against Mitidates king of Pontus in
Asia, the dictatorship of Sila, the rebellion of Spartakus, the
campaigns of Pompey in the Orient, the conjuration of Catilina,
the first and second riumvirate, the war of Julius Caesar, ihe
proscriptions of citizens and many other events were sufficient mo-
tives to convince Octavius Augustus of the inefficiency of the so

called mixed constitution and to establish rhe principate, a word
given by Cicero worried and exhausted by the crisis of the Republic
that needed a defender who ought to be the best man of Rome,
ttrc princePs a2,

Augustus taking advantage of this need of a protector erected

himself, although nothing outwardly had transformed. He pacifies
the Roman world and establishes a lorm of government that p€rsists

during three centuries.
The power of Augustus organises itself progressively by means

of civil servants or public officials which do not usurp the powers

of the old magisuacy, but which emptied them effectively, leaving
üem void, like a facade, like impot€nt figureheads, governing pro-
gressively in fact the bureaucracy. Nevertheless üis situation is not
olficially acknowledged and declared up to Diocletian (emperor in
power from 284 to 305 A. D.) ,

The princt could do no more than intermeddle in such an
important sphere as the juridical, and the &uctoritas princip;s had
a specific consequence lor the jurisprudential activity because the
ivs respondendi of the jurists depended on the pa.rticular auctoritas
of the prince.

u C¡cEro, D¿ r¿publica (ed. Ziegler), 2.39,51.
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Augustus showed appreciation of those jurist who were his
"friends" with the concession of his support, with a partici¡ration
in the prestige of the ruler, in such a form that they gave rarporrr.,
ex auctorita,k princ;pis and acquired thus a prel€rential position
which gave force to their juridical opinions if they were not in
contradiction with the opinion of other jurists of the same rank.
That is, Augustus ";bestowed on some, not very numerous jurists
the ¡ight to give ¡csponsa ex auctoritate principis: they wire to
give them by his permission, or the personal aucrorir¿J of the
princeps. This did not mean tllú:t responsa could only be given by
imperial license" ra.

- The ius publice responde?¡di constituted the point of change
for a process of absorption of the jurisprudential function by the
pu lic power, and an absorption of the auctorital which conesponds
in a political sense to the Senate -quctoÍites patrun_ and in a
juridical sense to the jurists -auctoritos prudentíum_ by the poli-
tical power.

The power could do no less than influence in the developmenr
of the juridical life, manifesting itself in the last clasical age in
an extinction of the creative force of the jurisprudence and in a
culmination oI the rules given directly by the prince, the imperial
constitutions, which at the beginning seemed not to violate the
constitutional traditions with respect to the creation of the l.us and
which only had a force similar to an honorary law and did not
alte¡ the s|J,.rbut it did not take long to be admitted that its
strengths were as i{ they had been laws, leading to transfer the la¡{¡
cre¿ting powers to the emperor,

The imperial constitutions were the primary source of a iur
noaun, a new law, which displaced the creadve force oI all the
other source+ but with the peculiarity that in the legislative work
of the imperial chancery collaborate the best jurists of each time,
a work that att¡a€ted their attention towards matters of what we
call today public law, adminisrrative law, etc.

lFrom Augustus up to Hadrian, from Labeo to Julian, the
Roman jurisprudence prcsentd itself as the most perfect realization
of the jurisprudential activities of all times acquiring, with res¡rct
to the past step, a greater consciousness of the substantivity of the
juridical studies and a liberation from philosophical and rethorical
influences.

'f. S(rrul,z (tl. 5), p. ltz.
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Now, having once established the terminology and oeated a

general frame of the institutions in its master lines, the jurists make

an eflort to complete the system adding it through a casuisticly in
all its details, isolating and depurating the fundamental reasons

that inspire üe case decisions aud opinions, combining without
contusing the different sources, old and new alike, civil and Prae-
torian, and uniting the work of the free practicing jurist with the

assistance to the function of the imperial government which amplifies
the field of interest of tbe jurists not only because of the subject

matter but also by a new conside¡ation of the provincial reality
without damaging the maintenance of the tradition of a ius ciuile
purely urban, thus getting to a greater consciousness of the teaching
hsks and to a greater uniformity in the types of juridical literature.

It is Schulz contention that "Classic¡l private Law is a homo-

geneous, original and, in truth, quite unique system which is

basically different from any other system of antiquity or oI later
tines. It is this which makes its study both att¡active and difficult" l{
and "Aversion to Iar-reaching abstractions is a characteristic feature

of classical law which the historian has to Preserve carefully" 15.

After Salvius Julianus, that is, after the conventional date oI

130 A.D., the Roman jurisprudence enters a new phase in which
some traits of beginning decay increase. The codification of the

praetorian edict (a sort of "register of writs") dries up its produc-
tivity; the jurists write encyclopedic works in which they retouch

the tradition oI the preceding age, especially in the comment¿ries

to the books of Sabinus and to the Edictum praetoyium, as t}JLe

same time as they wrire monographies on public Law.
It is the time of Pomponius, Venuleius, lFlo¡entinus, Scaevola,

Papinianus, Paulus, Ulpianus, Marcianus and Modestinus. Paulus

and Ulpian provide the Iundamental base to the Justinian com-

pilation, taking into account that they offer the most abundant

syst€matization of the clasical jurisprudence.

The end of the classical period coincides with the Sovernment
of the Severi. Caracall¿ grants the Roman citizenship to all the free

subjects of the empire (212 A.D.). This act was probably inspired

by his religious syncretism that wanted to melt the differcnt PeoPles
by means of worshipping the sun, by his demagogic spirit, by his

design of social levelling that gives place to a ruralization of üe
society, to a ¡acial fusion with the consecutive barbarization of the

'¡ f. ScHrr¡z, Classical Roman Lau (l95ll, p. 4.

'! F. Sdrulz (n. l4), p. 7.
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empirr, 'by his anti "bourgeois" mentality that favors the countymen
and the soldiers, As the social equalization can never become total,
the disappearing of the old distinction produced now a new one,

founded on economical criteria and not in family ancestry, giving
place to the distinction honestiotes-humiliores th¡at characterizes the
Low Empire.The p¡ovincial soldiery prevails over the Italian ancestry

and the urban and juridical culture decays mucl-r before Diocletian
who gives a new political shape to a social reality. It increments
the provincialization of the Roman law and the classical period
has now finished.

The third period goes from around 230 A. D. until the Justinian
compitation. With didactic aims we can subdivide thre€ steps:

(a) Diocletianean f¡om 230 to 330 A. D., (b) Constantinianean f¡om
330 to4E0, (c) Theodosian from 430 to 530.

With the dinasty of the Severi, that are orienhlized enough,

above all Caracalla, comes a new politico"theological concept ac-

cording to which the princeps is something like a divinity, tans-
fering the monotheism to a monarchical idea that dares to eliminate
all scruples of absolute power. The period of military anarchy of
the third century ended with the official instauration of an absolute
government without respecting the republican appearances that
pe¡sisted until the fall of Rome in the hands of Odoacer king of
the Heruli in 476 and subsisted in the East with Constantinople
as its capital.

This continuity of the Roman empire in the East has a notable
impact for us because of Justinian that Fansmits to Weste¡n Europe

the Roman juridical science. T[e empire of Byzantium lasts until
1453, date in which Constantinople falls into the power of the Turks.

Ar the beginning of the fourth century and in the same lear
as the death of Diocletian, a hard persecutor of the Christians, v¡ho

retired from power in 305 A. D., the Christianity is acknowledged

by Constantine as the official religion (313 A.D.) excluding the

short interval of the emperor Julian the Apostate (361-363).
Diocletian, without loosing his mighty pow€r, continues legis-

lating by rescripts with a style not diffe¡ent from the emperors

of the classical age. In his rescripts the classical law is defined
against the provincial intromissions. This classical appearance of
the Diocletian work roots, the same as the form of gortrnment he

establishes, in a deep juridical decay 16.

L S€e review by G. Lüz¿Aro, in IVRA lt (1962) 2¿26 of M. ArrEr,qrn, D¿
Díoclcziano a Coslantino. Note in teme di costitüzioni ¡mpetiali, in SDHI. 27

2l
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Wiü Constantine the legislation acquires a hitherto unknown
verbosity. His constitutions reject the past clasical tradition by con_
sidering it perhaps part of the past political age. Besides, the mem-
bers of the imperial chancery were free of the classical rad.ition
because many of them came from the provinces where the juridical
teaching w€re conducted with retho¡ical and ,.vulgar" ostentation.

Due to its reception in the Constantine constitutions the Ro-
man Vulgar Law acquires the solidity and €ffecdviry to which it
owes its signification as an independent phase of development in th€
history of Roman Law 1r.

Constandne is one oI the greater legislators not only because of
his prolific amounr of starutes, but by the new seal of rhe triumphanr
Christianity. According to the Roman historian Ammianus Marcel-
linus, the emperor Julian the Apostate (361-36i) tnemoriam Cons-
tantini vexavit by considering him novator turbatrtrqu¿ priscarum
legum et moris antiquitus receptis rs.

Constantine coincides with the age of Rom¿n Vulgar Law, thar
is to say, the law oI the juridical books of the post classical tradition
in the me¿sure in which they present a deformation of the patterns
or models of the clasical jurisprudence.

The term "vulgar" is not a depreciatory estimation, but an un-
deniable fact of the cormption of the transmission, by motive of üe
apparition of the use of the codex r0 and üe new editions and re-
editions.

The historico-juridical criricism of the last twerity years refutes
the equivocal association between Ch¡istianity and the decay of Ro-
man law, b€cause the technical corruption of Roman law had alrea-
dy begun in a complete pagan age from the time of the death of-
emperor Alexander Seye¡us (235 A.D.), and Diocletian, in spite of
some of his gre¿t efforts, belongs to this fall and decay and is a clas-
sicist unable to disposses, himself of his own age. As Wieacke¡ de

(t96t), p,241. This wo¡k of Amelotti continues and completes anolh€r of rhe
seme author, Pcr l'interpretazione d¿Ua kg;slazionc priüatist;ca ü DiocLziano
(1960).

í M. I(^sEr, sub tloae y gar¡¿cht, in PAULy-W¡ssowA, R¿alencJclopctti¿ dc|
Altertumsuíkcnscha¡rer¡; F. W¡E{GKER, it\ Ivs Roñaním M¿dii Adi, t, 2, 

^(1963), p. lt.
13 A. M RcELLINUS, Rcrun g¿starum (ed. Ga¡dth¿use¡¡) 21,10.8.
" Codc, is a physical d€nomination. Th€ rüod cod¿¡ mcens a bounch ol

pagcs bou¡ld by o¡¡e of the borders, that is a book bound as we use to havc
today. B€forc the cod¿x they üsed to have scrolls. Ro¡ERrs, Th¿ Cod¿x, 40
Proc¿¿dh gs of lhc Brit¡sh Acadeñy <1959), p, 169; [. WrÉ.^q ., T¿xtstltlen
klatEich¿r lurkt.n (1960), p. 93.
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monstr¿tes 20, from the time of Constantine it is possible to check

a tendency to save the authenticity of the juridical texts after a pe-

riod of intense ruin in the second half of the third century.

Constantine means a surpass of the decay of the pagan clasicism
by a new form more congruous with the political and religious cir-
cumstances of his time, He shares a gigantic effort, though the ac-

complished facts were not reversible: it could not grow fresh and

green again the classical jurisprudence extinguished a century ago.

He is the founder of a new step by attending to his legislative po-

wer with a mind to transform the Roman society according to the

moral directions of Christianíty. His period of government and his

relations with Christianity are one o[ the most interesting subjects

in world history 2r.

He represents a moment of constructive effort. The facility
with which the medieval and, of course, the visigothic people could

receive with new pattems the Roman juridical tradition along with
the Justinian top work depends on this period. This €ffort to lol-
low a new orientation could be observed, too, in the time of Theo-
dosius u (408-45O A.D.) who in 429 orders to compile tt'e leges -
that it the imperial constitutions- only from the time of Constan-

tine. The official and exFaofficial legislative collections show how
in the 4th and 5th centuries are felt the great differences betPe€n
the laws of the Christian and non{hristian emperors, up to the
point of spouting the candid idea of slanting the past legislative and
jurisprudential production.

The emperors take measures in favour of the economically weak

persons: allowances between relatives, protection of the dowry, here-

ditary protection of the widow when poor, protection oÍ the coloni
(tenants), concrete measures in favor of the debtors, regulation of

the amount of interest in loans, flourishing of organizations and foun-
dations in favor of the necessitous, etc.

In this postclassical period, erected the imperial constitutions as

a living source of the law, their transmission is completed with a

tradition of the old jurisprudential irr called now ,vs uetus - old
law. A stillful divulgation of the juridical books akes place (im-

possible without simplification) , with utilitarian citeria, omitting
all that was not interesting to the all€gation in court or to the ele-

mentary teaching.

¡ F. W¡E^qEr (n. I9), p. 25-56.
a A. D'Or¡, Sl./lla Priodiuazicac d.l Dirrato Romano, in lrr¿o l0 (1964) l.

p. l16.
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All the books of this age reflect a deep scientific poverty because
of the disappearance of the jurisprudence, the provincialism, the
tendency to consider the juridical reality from the naturalistic point
of view, with predominance of economical and firal aspects, the
pragmatism, the hivialization of the teaching. All these a¡e pheno-
mena that determine the Vulgarism that implies absence oI juris-
consult, and it is a ¡elative concept only possible where a cultivated
jurisprudence €xists or has existed.

Vulgarism is a lacking of style, more than a style in itself. The
absence of jurisconsult may be simultaneous (and then we have the
provincialization) or successive as in this cas€ now that the juris-
prudence fails to exist, loses its guidance, and, therefore, the post-
classical law is fundamentally "vulga¡" 22.

To undershnd the phenomena of Vulgarism it is necessary to
consider the history oI Roman law in the sense of the history of
the juridical manuscripts and to consider the importance of the appa-
rition of the cod,ex in order to explain the work of reproduction,
recasting and epitomizion of the classical juridical literature. All these
aspects are magisterially studied by Ernst Levy, Alvaro d'Ors, lFranz

Wieacker and a few others B.

The consideration of Vulgarism must always be present in the
textual c¡iticism following the method of the different alteration
steps as clearly explained by Albertario2a, according to which it is
not only necessary to separate the glossemata, from the tribonianisms
but also to isolate the textual alterations coming from the moving
áway from the clasical understanding.

In the West, Vulgarism lasts a long time in a series of sum-
maries of the Theodosian Code and of the remaining sources of the
irJ that we use to call generally tbe Intetpretat;o, whose non uni-
tarian confection may be dated in the beginning years of the second
half of the fifth c€ntury.

While Vulgarism triumphs definitively in the West and persists
there during the Middle Ages 5, the Vulgarization in tl¡e orient,

'A. D'O¡s, in Ldbco 6 (1960) 2, p. 231.. E. LEvy, W¿st-óstlih¿s Vulgarrccht und !{stinian, et¡ ZSS. ?6 (1959),
p. 2; A. D'O¡s (n. 22); A. D'Ors, El C¿digo ü E¿rico (1960), p. 2; F. WrE^cKxR,
Nochfiak über yíIgañsmus. Eín Disht\ttiottb¿¡trag, iÍ 3t1/^d, B¿tti (1962) 4, p. 509.* E. ALBERTANo, Clossem; c interPolazioni, in Studi di Di¡ítto Romano
(1934) 5, p. 379.t On the perÉistence of the Roman Law in the Middle Ages 3ee F. C.
voN SAv¡cNY, GeJchacht¿ des rdmischc.n R¿cht im Míttclaltert l-8 (1850-1851);
M. CoNn¡T, Gekh;chte der Qucll¿n unal Lite¡atur dcs rdmisch¿'t Recht íI
lrüh¿rcn Mitt¿lalter (189t); P. V¡Nocr FFE, Rom4n IAw in Mcdi¿val Eu¡opc'
(1929), Pa¡ticularly r€lating to the lb€rian p€¡insula see C. S.{Ncr¡Ez ALsoRNoz,
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recently checked by Ernst L€vy s, lives together with and Hellenistic
juridical trend whose importance should not be overestimated. But
this vulgarization of Roman law in the O¡ient is partially stopped
and at last surpased by a classicism which came from the law school
of Beryt that along with the law school of Constantinople, founded
in the year 425 A. D., were sucessful in shaping a selected group of
jurists. In the Orient it €xisted along with a librarian tradition
that allowed the conservation of the classical books giving a chance,
through a more scientific study, to an academical classicism through
which the Justinian compilation could be incomparably superior to
that of King Alaric ¡¡ enacted some years before. Thanks to the

Justinian compilation, the Roman law could be ¡eceived scientifi-
cally in Europe, constituting one of the most solid columns of its
culture.

Nevertheles, against the previous prevailing opinion, Ernst
Levy 27 has managed to collect enough information to make credible
the idea that, though in the kingdoms of leo r (457-474 A. D.) and
his successors, the law schools in Beryt and Constantinople were very
flourishing, the classicist movement in complexu begins essentially
with the arension to the throne of Justinian (527 -565\ and reaches

the culminating point of the orbit in the features of the project of
the Digest or Pandects, an anthology of the writings ol the classical
jurists.

Justinian conserved and gave new life to old juridical material
with a new evaluation and made it possible to hear the Roman
jurisprudence with the voice of the imparted bloom of youth of the
actu¿l legislative source. His innovative t€ndency is directed to a

g¡eat deal to the rectilication of the former law; with the effort of
restoring a more pure form, through this intervenes very often more
as an idealized model than as a restaurable historical reality. Palpi-
tating under the appe?rance of an archaic tendency is a clear decis-

sory attitude, moved by a longing for clarity with the aim of solving
the disputes ol the old jurists, the conradictions of the imperial
legislation and the incorrigible adulteration of postclassical rtbuil-
ders and commentarists. Justinian sits up with his theocratic autho-

Peruinencia )' .risis ¡le la tradició*. juríd,ica en Ia Etpaña goda, írr settinanc di
stu¿lio ¿lel centrc italiano di stlulio sull'alto mc¿liocto,g. Il passogio dall'antichitd
al m¿d¡elro i'¡t Occiilente (1962), p. 127, 132.. E. LEvy, óstr¿imhches Vulga¡racht s¿it d¿ñ Zcrl¿ll ¿Ls Weslreich¿s, in
zss. 77 (1960), p. l.

' E. LEVY (n. 26), p. l
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rity to disperse üe d¿rkness of the law, and though he feels himself
a Roman, the Greek genius of clarity cguld do no more than ma.
nifest itself through him in the way of definite classification, puri-
fication and structure o[ the sources of the law,

We have distinguished three periods profoundly diverse, expres-
sive of three historically different ages. It can be affirmed that the
first two periods reflect the authenti€ Roman spirit more than the
last one which is plenty of new and contrasting elements because of
the intellectual decay ol the jurists and because of the withering of
the specific attitude of the Romans for the cultivation of the law.
Between the old and the new law there was not a lusion but {re-
quently a mixture, though the latter innovations constituted almost
always substantial progress.


